COUNCIL MINUTES
14.2022

S EPTEMBER

The City Council held a meeting on Wednesday, Septernber 14,2022, at 5:30 p.m. in the
City Council Chambers, l0 No(h Main Street, Cedar City, Utah.

MEMBERS PRESENT: M ayor Garth O. Green; Councilmembers: Terri Hartley; Craig
Isom; W. Tyler Melling; Sco ft Phillips; Ronald Riddle.
STAFF PRESENT: Ci ty Manager Paul Bittmenn; City Attomey Tyler Romeril; City
Recorder Renon Savage; Finance Director Jason Norris;

city Engineer Jonathan Stathis;
Police chief Darin Adams; Fire chief Mike Phillips; Leisure Services Director Ken Nielson;
Economic Development Director Danny stewart; city planner Don Boudreau; wastewater
Superintendent Eric Bonzo; Airport Manager Nick Holt; public Works Director Ryan
Marshall.
OTIIERS PRESENT: Laura Henderson, Ann Clark, Celeste Lasich, Tom Jett, Emily
Andrus, Wendy Green, Jan Newman, Alan Newman, Jeff Lennert, Alysha Lundgren, Steve
Nelson, HR Brown, Jillynne Fullmer, Heather Stonely, Nathan Bracken, Dallas Buckner,
Tim Watson, Dan Roberts.
GALL To ORDER: Reverend celeste Lasich of the community presbyterian church gave
the invocation; the pledge was led by Councilmernber Phillips.

AGEIIDA ORDER APPROvAL: iten#21will go just before itern #10, this item will be
tabled. Hartley - do you want item #6 moved to action? Tyler- yes, I want it to be either
contingent on flashing lights or as a recommendation. This itern will follow #21
councilmember Phillips moved to approve the agenda order as noted with the changes;
second by Councilmember Hartley; vote unanimous.

ADMINISTRATION A GENDA - MAYOR AN D COUNCIL BUSINESS: STAFF
OMMENTS: I Mayor - I want to recognize an award Danny Stewart received; he was

recognized at the David Eccles building at U ofu for excellence in Economic Development.
I realize Mr. stewart knows a lot ofpeople, there was a group and 2 people recognized, and
Danny was one of them. congratulations. Mr. Bittrnenn and I were there and saw him
receive the award. rMayor - as we were at the Eccles Building, I looked out of the facility
on the parking plaza and there was a football game going on and I thought why not play
pickle ball on our parking structure, I see room for 16 courts on ou. pari<irg structuri.
Melling - with netting and lighting how much would it cost? Mayor within the $300,000,
we could have 16 lit and maybe a restroom and there is plenty ofparking. rphillips
- I want
to thank my councilmembers letting me be gone last week. would it be possible to have
Brooke come next week and report on the Half Marathon, it is a big event. Mayor I was at
the finish line, about 650 people ran, it was beautiful, finest halfmarathon in the State.
People came from the east and west coast to run, it is a beautiful to run from woods Ranch
through Ashdown Gorge. rHartley - I want to thank the community and the city staff for
organizing the National Day ofService, thank you to everyone that participated. r Swear in
Patrol officers Daniel Bowler & Kyle Banett. chief Adams we are here to introduce two
-
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new omcers. I will have them introduce themselves. Kyle Barrett - I have been in Cedar
City about 4 years, I am from Price. I have here tonight my wife and my mom, the rest of the
family was unable to make it. I am glad to be here and look forward to getting to know each
of you and do what I can to make the city a better place. Dan Bowler, here with me is my
wiie Katie, mom, dad, daughter grandpa and friends. We moved here a few years ago, my
wife was raised in st. George, and we now know where the real southern utah is. we are
glad to be here and hope tohake a difference. Renon Savage administered the Oath of
6ffice. The wives pinned their badges. Riddle - olficer Bowler made an interesting
comment this is the real southem Uiah. I have been in Southern CA the past few weeks and
went to two different wards for church, there are 14 families that left one ward in San
Francisco for cedar city, Kanarraville and St. George and the one I went to last week 9
families have left and came to Cedar City, it is a great place to live. r Inhoduction ofnew
Fire volunteen. chief Phillips - we are here to introduce 1l new volunteers, Deputy Fire
Marshall Greg orloski was tleir leader. Greg - thank you city council and staff. I would
like to see the families that supported this group over the past L5 yeals, they put in a lotof
hours. class of 202 t recruits, it is a unique group, they have 6 second generation firefighters
of which we have two sets of brothers, very unique, we also have 3 that serve as wildland
firefighters. They represent BLM, State Fire and Forest service, one with a spouse that is a
firefilhter/paramediC in Las Vegas, and one that is a retired correction officer from
Califimia.' Please welcome them to the Cedar City Fire Department. They will introduce
themselves. Jordan Maxwell - here tonight is my mom, dad, brother and wife. Scott
Kenfield - my mother and father are here. cason Maxwell - I am a brothel to the first one
up. I have with me my wife, mom, dad and brother. Roman Dotson - here tonight are my
parents, wife, 2 kids, trother sister-in-law and 2 kids and another sister. David Watson - I
irave my wifi, daughter and a brother-inlaw here. Stacey Dupee - I have my husband,.three
fri"ia. who all traveled from Logandale NV. Kenadee Stubbs - here tonight is
a*ghtJ^
,y iron,, dad, and niece. Kyle cox _ I have my mom, dad, sister-in-law and kids. Kurtis
Cox - aiAo to what Kyle said. Garrefi Garces - my mother, grandparents and father Engineer
Joe Garces retired. Badges were pinned from family mernbers'

-i

puBLIC COMMENTS: rlaura Henderson, shout out to Frank vasquez, he brought
\ru-l rgS to O"*"y eue. to some of the residents, they are just a waming, it really does help.
fhey gi on mostly student cars on the street. Maybe ifthings happen that we go to permit
parkirig, this is a great way to get the community involved, if you park-you get a waming'
iwo wieks into the sernester, the parking slows down. rAnn Clark - the last few weeks I
have took a deep dive into the General Pian, it is well written, if we follow the General.Plan
like it is writtenwe would be happy. Here is the problem, a couple of weeks ago I read about
the neighborhoods downtown and the investment and protection and that historic
p."seru-ation is needed in those neighborhoods. I read more it said be mindful of land use
is the
ihanges, the impact ofnatural r"so*ce. and the overall esthetic ofthe city, I think that
neighborhoods
the
downtown
skyliie, preservl and protect the community core, that to me is
from CJar Higlr to 200 N. and reserve historical agriculture area. The survey of the citizens

..mori protection from neighborhoods areas to maintain the small rural
just be pictures on the
atmosphere.- I don't think that is followed. At this rate there will
place,
wall, or we will be any town USA. People will adjust and people will move to a new
bad.
but we will lose. A historical desigrration doesn't mean it won't be tom down, that is too
I
am
high.
In 1949 it was A-1 A-2, in 1953 A-1 and A-2 and they could only be 2.5 stories

also said,
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wondering, who said we could go to 50 feet and crowd out all these people, that is what is
happening, I don't see any protection. I know and I have heard City Council say we align
with the General Plan, I have taken a deep dive and we don't always align, everything is
changing. rSteve Nelson - I was talking to the mayor at the end of last week and he
mentioned the plans for the new sports complex, that is the first I had heard about it. I want
to make sure as councilmembers start making decisions that I hope you recognize the growth
ofsoccer, we ha'r,e over 1,000 kids and not one designation for soccer fields, no place with
goals on them all the time. We put than up and stripe and we still fight for them. Mayor - I
took the liberty to draw 3 plans with totally soccer, they are massive, it is just a few ideas. It
will be an open dialog on the 5s, we need to start leveling the dirt. Steve - we are happy to
help with fundraising or whatever we need. This is the first 33 acres, there is 60 more that
also shows baseball. Steve - with competitive league in the fall and spring, St. George teams
come up 10- 12 Saturdays a season, we zre up to 40 competitive teams coming up, they stop
for lunch, it is consistent yearly tax revenue. I appreciate you looking at this. When you get
to the stage of layouts I would like to be involved. Mayor - I hope to have a plan by the l2th
ofOctober.

CONSENT AGENDA: (1): APPROVAL OF MINU TES DATED AUGUST I7 &24.
2022..Q) RATIFY BILLS D ATED SEPTEMBER 2 & 12.2022: (3) APPROVAL OF
SINGLE EVENT ALCOHOI.PE RMITS FO R WAREHOUSE BAR & KITCHEN
FORTHE IRON GAMES ON OCTOBER 1 3TH &I4TH. CHIEF DARIN ADAMS: (4)
APPROVE VICINITY PLAN FO RTHE HUNT PRO PERTY PUD LOCATED AT 464
NORTH 4OO WEST. PLATT 8. fLATI /DON BOUDREAU: (5) APPROVE THE
FINAL PLAT FOR THE SADDLEBACK RIDGE SUBDIVISION PHASE 6
LOCATED IN THE VICINITY oF 1600 souTH 2800 WEST. LEAVITT

LAND/TYLER ROMtrRILl (6 )
: (7) APPROVE THE PURC HASE OF A
NEW 2022 ELGIN PELICAN S WEEPER IN THE AMOUNT OF $2 67.580.28. JEFF
HUNTER: (8) APP ROVE A CONTRAC IN THE AMOUNT OF $1 50.000 WITH
STANTEC FOR ENGINE ERING DESIGN OF TH E DEWATERING EXPANSION
PROJECT AT THE WASTEWAT ERTREATMENT PLANT. JONATHAN
STATHISI (9 ) APPRO VE THE PROPOSAL FROM RED MOUNTAIN
TECHNOLOGIES SOLUTIONS FOR A VIDEO SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM IN THE
PARKING GARAGE AND OUT SIDE OF THE HERITAGE THEATER IN THE
AMOUNT OF $29.85 6.06. PAUL BITTMENN: Councilmember Isom moved to approve
the consent agenda items I through 5 and 7 through 9 as written above; second by
Councilmember Hartley.
fuddle - question on the motion - I know Mayor Green asked this question, there was the
proposal by an engineering firm for the project at tlle treatment plant. Eric Bonzo - the
building was built in 2015 and desigrred for a second dewatering line but was never put in.
Riddle - the engineering suggested they desigt, watch construction, make sure installed
properly, Mayor Green asked if it can be done in house. Eric - it is a big project, sequencing
of equipment that operates at different times. Stantec was the design engineer in 201 5 and
have also done other projects and they deal with a lot of wastewater plants, he is diligent,
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does a fantastic job, holds contractors to a "T', I want it done and done right. I believe
Stantec is the company to do it. It is a little more than our engineers have time and expertise
for. We integrated the screw press and took controls and put it in the SCADA system, there
are a lot of different aspects that are extensive.

The vote on the motion was unanimous.

CONSIDER OPTIONS FOR THE FIRST 32 ACRES OF THE IRON WEST SPORTS
COMPLEX. MAYOR GREEN/JONATHAN STATHIS: Councilm ember Melling made
a motion to table this item until October l gth;
Hartley - is that enough time to work with P&R committee and the community. Melling
withdrew his motion.
when I looked at the options, #7 was the only one I would consider. I think that
ofthe elevations and where it is located, it is in a 6-12-foot hole, that soil was just
rernoved. I think we should only have soccer fields and baseball. I don't think it a major
park. It is in a flood plain all the way to Quichapa, I don't think we should have gyms out
there. I know the mayor is aware I am not in favor of neighborhood gyms, O&M would have
to have managers, I don't think a code on the door would work. Whether people like it at the
Aquatic Center or not, there is 100's of thousands ofdollars in infrastructure there with
lockers, restrooms, parking already in place for 3 gyms and I think we should work toward
those gyms, and it can be managed by the staff already there. I don,t know why it is taking
priority over other parks. Have we legally taken possession ofthe property and why such a
priority to plan and build, there is not roads or infrastructure there yet, it shouldn,t jump
ahead of other things. Melling - as we go into discussions on this, we need to decide our
priorities, we can have a nice complex if we wait l0-12 years, we could put gravel parking,
portable restrooms and start next year. If we build it, they will come. Gravel parking lots are
better than none. I would be supportive of that. we can do quite a bit for quite a little if we
are ok with that. If we want something super fancy in other places that is fine. My
upbringing is whatever gets the job done, especially with taxpayer dollars. Soccer is soccer.
Hartley

-

because

We need to consider the timeline.

I wasn't here last week, the question I have, we have to weigh in with p&R Board,
we need to look at the 2019 Master Plan to see what rises to the top, a splash pad was at the
top of the list. I am not opposed to the design but is it the number 1 priority. Do we need
more baseball than soccer fields, I think not, but I don't know, we need people within the
sports communities to talk to us. We are committed, let's do it in the right way. It will take
time for people to tell us and let the experts design it. I don't know if it will take 6 or g
weeks. We need to get something moving but start in the right way.
Phillips

-

Mayor - the experts there goes the % million. Phillips - no, the people in recreation that do it
day in and day out and those that coach it. Take the information, our people can create the
design work, I was talking about the experts on staff. Mayor I get discouraged on spending
the money with the design experts. I am trying to push it so next spring we can have grass
planted and for 2 years let it grow and make a good base. As long as you know it is in the
right place, there is not a problern. The question on the gym, Hartley and I disagree on where
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the gyms should be located. The reason I drew it in is a build large metal buildings and it is
amazing what you can do, a building in Springville the Sunroc did they play soccer in, and
the buildings are lower cost. Hartley - we have other design ideas without the entire desigrr.
Mayor - I would like to see gyms on the low budget program. Hartley - I would like to hear
from the engineering department to see if we should build a structure in the flood plain.
Mayor -we over excavate, it would have to be brought back up to pour footings on, it is
corlmon. Hartley - the fill dirt is a significant cost. Melling - I am looking at the agenda,
roughly quarterly meetings on Leisure Services, when is the next one? Paul - Ken is
working soffball tonight; I have sent a text but have not heard back. If we don't have P&R
before the lgth,we will come back to you. Phillips - we hope they share the information
before the meeting. Paul - we want renderings online for people to look and ask for public
input and contact the folks that run the soccer leagues and baseball leagues and give thern the
same information and ask them what we should do and get what feedback they have and then
bring it to council. I am sure they have boards that they report to also. Melling - budget and
timeline should be part of that discussion. Mayor - I don't want to get in the weeds over
g1rms, parking lots and restrooms, all I am trying to do with a limited amount of money plant
grass, and we will argue over what we do next in a few years. I am only asking for an outline.
We want to plant grass in the right place. Phillips - we are not delaying or leap frogging
over the north end of town, we are committed to that park. Paul - there is a conceptual
difference, this project in the weit is a sports complex, it will have a playground, but it won't
be a park, it is looked at as a sports complex. The Fiddlers Park is a Park and designed that
way for families in the neighborhood to do park stuff, have a picnic, pavilions, trees, trails,
etc.

councilmernber Melling made a motion to table this itern until october 19fi work meeting;
second by Councilmember Phillips; vote unanimous.

APPROVE THE REOUEST FROM THE IRO NCO UNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT TO
INSTALL A CR OSSWALKAT THE INTERSECTIO N OF 600 SOUTH AND 7OO
WEST WITH FLASHIN G LIGHTS. HUNTER S HAHEEN/JONATHAN STATHIS:
Tyler - I want it to be clear that we are either recommending lights or approving contingent
on putting in lights. Isom -what did Hunter shaheen want? Melling - no lights, but I think it
is a deadly situation. Jonathan - the sign or the arm? Phillips - like 800 South.
councilmernber Melling moved to approve the crosswalk contingent on them having flashing
lights; second by Councilmember Hartley; vote unanimous.

CONSIDER AN ORDINANCE FOR NO PARKING WITH THE EXCEPTION OF
DELIVERYTRUCKS AT 95 W. HARDING A VENUE. LINDA WEBB/J NATHAN
STATHIS: Melling - the text delineates the section, but it doesn't have the loading and
unloading only. Do we need that in the ordinance. Tyler - it identifies 40' ofloading on
Harding. Phillips - I am glad we extended this on the south side of Harding, it needs to go
all the way to Main Street. One concem I have, I fear loading and loading, will it be
misinterpreted and be used by everyone, like I am picking up an order. Melling - we will see
what chaos ensues; I will keep an eye on it. Riddle - the parking is used by the ernployees'
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Councilmernber Melling moved to approve the ordinance for no parking with the exception
of delivery trucks at 95 W. Harding Ave; second by Councilmember Isom; roll call vote as
follows:

Terri Hartley
Craig Isom
Tyler Melling
Scott Phillips
Ronald Riddle

-

NAY
AYE
AYE
AYE
AYE

CONSIDER A TEMPORARY WATER USE AGREEMENT WITH PROGRESSIVE
CONTRACTING. INC. PAUL BITTMENN: Paul - there were questions last week, first
how much water was used. We had staffgo back and it was 337,000 a month, the gentlernan
ofthe Gypsum mine say the average is between I12,000 and 190,000 a month, the
explanation for increased use this summer, they were constructing an entrance/exit lane to get
offthe UDOT road. That road is done now, and they will only use the water on the hill for
dust control. ln 2021 they averaged 112,917 a month, 190,000 in 2022, they believe they
will go back toward, the 112,917. The other was the water acquisition fees and hydrant rates.
Hydrant rate is $2.40 per thousand, water acquisition surcharge was $3.58 per thousand, a
suggested rate of $5.98 per thousand. We were in a meeting with WCD, Paul Monroe, we
asked about similar transaction, this is $70.39 base and $4.70 per thousand. The range is
$2.40 per thousand gallons to $5.98 and WCD is $4.47. Melling - the $4.47 is similar to the
regular meter rate only used in situations of construction with water rights deeded to the
District. I don't know the administrative costs, but we know the city is on the hook to have
the rights it needs to have the water it needs to be pumped. It costs us more to deliver water
in the summer than the winter, more demand on lines, pumps and power. The secondary
water is the bad water, there are also some difficulties in drilling wells up the canyon and
getting the right to drill up there. I would consider the fair fee the delivery of $2.40 per
thousand and the cost of acquiring water rights at $5.98 for a bill of$1,200 a month on
average for water usage. To buy % acre foot of water rights, that is depletion rights it is
$12,000 for the right and the cost to drill the well. It is almost 5-acre feet, I was wrong, the
rights alone are ten times that. We are looking at 5 years of the fees to pay for the water right
with that volume plus the cost to drill a well. We run a risk if someone drills a well. Hartley
- what ifthey bring water rights to the table, he has an option to bring rights to the city.
Melling - with a mining the District has a rate and if the usage is exceeded then a surcharge
is taken. Hartley -my biggest question, if it is temporary instead of permanent agreement,
then do we look at making it permanent arrangement? Melling - as long as it is priced fairly,
not subsidized by tax dollars, especially for something bringing jobs.
when you began the project, didn't you anticipate water at that time? Mr. Limb - I
started 5 years ago, I paid for a hydrant meter and told it would be used up Cedar Canyon and
then a few months ago they said we can't sell outside the city limits, so now I am tying to
figure out how to do it. I bought 50 shares in Coal Creek ani thought I could do tfrat, SW
Field irrigation said no and then there is no water. I was trying to buy it from Linford Nelson,
I have water in the valley and can't move it. I talked with Linford Nelson, Brent Hunter and
Steve Platt. I want to do it the right way. Water is pretty complicated.

Phillips

-
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Melling - 7.5- or 8-acre feet of water rights, that is the acquisition fee. I don't have a
problem providing water if it is priced properly. Ifyou have water rights and the value is
there to offset, great then it is the regular rate, and ifnot there we tack on a sucharge.
Phillips - isn't this the sulfur, secondary irrigation water. Paul -we have two wells with too
much tds in the water and some minerals. Phillips - we are still taking water out of the basin.
Paul - we were told there is a benefit to pumping the water so it doesn't migrate west and put
those solids in the drinking water. We also use the rvater on our recreation fields and at the
lake, but it has to be cut down at the lake. Hartley - do we want to table it to the next work
meeting to investigate the water right part of it. Melling - right now we are operating outside
our ordinance. I would suggest bringing it in compliance, we approve the contract at $5.98
per thousand with the understanding ifyou bring us water then you are down to the $2.40
Paul - if we do the amendment to $5.98 and if they bring water rights bring it to the regular
rate. If they bring the rights, do we remove the temporary? Melling - yes, our risk is gone at
that time. Phillips - this was mutually agreed that any party can get out of the agreement.
Paul - yes, we just want them to use secondary water. Mr. Limb - right now it costs me
$25.00 a thousand to haul the water. Melling - that hydrant fee could be negotiated. Mayor would you accept newer water? Melling & Phillips - no. Mr. Limb - would you consider
Coal Creek Water fughts? Paul - it won't get you to S-acre feet. Melling - charge the $2.40
plus $3.58 water acquisition fee on an annual basis based on the appraisal ofwater right
values for a period ofup to January l, 2035, with the understanding ifyou bring us water
rights that are acceptable it is renegotiated so we have the number on the books, and you use
the secondary water. The $2.40 is the culinary water rate, if you use the secondary, provide
jobs and bring water then in the negotiations it can come down. Paul - it is not hard to
amend the contract to do a few things. Ifwe layer concepts, it is harder to amend on the fly.
Melling - tonight the $2.40 plus the $3.58 per thousand until January 1, 2035, that is a
$1,200 a month bill, so you have an incentive to bring us water rights so we can renegotiate.
Mr. Limb - how many acre feet of water rights for 12,000 gallons a month' Phillip - you are
extending from 2 years to 2035? Melling - yes, to give him an incentive to bring water

rights.

-

Tom Jett - I know what we are talking about, is it a permanent agreement? Phillips
temporary, but we are trying to set a date, Melling said to 2035. Melling - it is a lot of staff
time to renegotiat e every 2 years. Tom-water is still a commodity. Melling- if wearein
dire straits the rate goes up. Jett - the residents of Cedar City should be a priority' Phillips
right now it is a temporary agreement. Melling - the workers are our residents. Jett - I was
terrified when they started tearing this down, and they have done an excellent job
maintaining the area. Melling - going off 2021 usage of depletion water rights it is 4. 12-acre
feet, or 6.93-acre feet of agriculture rights. Phillips - I am fine with the $5.98 and the
temporary, but for 2 years and the reassess and then determine if we want to extend it.
Melling - maybe the 2-year period gives you incentive to bring water rights for the
sustainable yield ofrights per 1934. Hartley - if we are talking about reducing it ifusing the
secondary water rights. Melling - negotiated down if he brings water rights. Hartley
maybe negotiate that now ifusing the secondary water, what would be the reason not to?
Melling - further incentive to bring water rights. Mayor - the advantage is to convert to
sulfur water. Melling - sulfur water is better than nothing. We don't need Mr. Limbs cash
now. Hartley - I still think it is an incentive to reduce $0.40 to the commercial rate. Mayor

-

-
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- it is better than renting water. Mr. Limb - $4.40 a thousand at Iron Springs and down to
$2.50 a thousand if I bring water. Melling - I serve on that WCD board, they have more
wiggle room than the city does. I am not opposed at this time but have enough incentives to
get rights and renegotiate the agreernent. Mayor - I see that as a dead end, even if he obtains
rights, we would like him to take sulfur rights. Melling - if he wants to invest to drill up the
canyon. Taking off.40 it would be $5.58 per thousand for two years. Tyler-if you give a
dollar amount it is ok, but to do further, then table it.
Councilmember Melling moved to approve the ternporary water use agreenant with
Progressive Contracting in the amount of$5.58 per thousand gallons with a two year
agreernent and can be renegotiated ifhe brings water rights to the City; second by
Councilmember Hartley; vote unanimous.

CONSIDER AN ORDINANCE AMENDING THE GENERAL PLAN FROM LOW
DENSITY RESIDENTIAL TO RESIDENTIAL ESTATES FOR PROPERTY
LOCATED AT 1500 SOUIHI00Q WEST. GO CIVIL/TYLER ROMERIL: Dallas
Buckner, Go Civil - this is a general land use and zone change for 120 acres to change to
lower density.

Councilmember Isom moved to approve the ordinance amending the general plan from low
density residential to Residential Estates for property located at 1500 South 5000 West;
second by Councilmember Hartley;

Phillips - where in the discussion does the drainage fall into this, is it by the City, County or
the Developer? Jonathan - when development occurs, they adhere to the storm drain master
plan, so they improve the channel. Dallas - until development happens, it is the city and
county pointing fingers at each other, but at development the developer will improve the
channel. Phillips - the S curve? Dallas - when we get into engineering design we will
soften it from a 90 degree to a smoother S, it will happen when we get to that phase ofthe
development. Phillips - I want to make sure we don't exasperate the problem with the
existing neighbors in Spring Creek. Paul - we will maintain what is in the City and the
County will maintain what is in the County. There was discussion last week about the legal
right of way and historical ditch, the ditch goes where it goes. The idea the ditch is in the
wrong spot is where it is supposed to be, where mother nature put the ditch.

Roll call vote on the motion
Terri Hartley Craig Isom
Tyler Melling Scott Phillips Ronald Riddle -

as

follows:

AYE
AYE
AYE
AYE
AYE

CONSIDERAN O RDINANCE AMENDING THE ZONE FROM ANNEX
TRANSITION (AT) T O RESIDENTIAL ESTATES (RE) FOR PROPERTY
LOCATED AT 15OO SOUTH 5OOO WEST. GO CIVIL/TYLER ROMERIL:
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Councilmernber Isom moved to approve the ordinance amending the zone from Annex
Transition to Residential Estates for property located at 1500 South 5000 West; second by
Councilmernber Hartley; roll call vote as follows:

Terri Hartley
Craig Isom
Tyler Melling
Scott Phillips
Ronald Riddle

-

AYE
AYE
AYE
AYE
AYE

CONSIDER AN ORDINANCE AMENDING LOTS 2 AND 3 OF THE SI,]NRISE
SUBDIVISION FINAL PLAT LOCATED AT 920 SOUTH 170 WEST. PLATT &
PLATT/TYLER ROME RIL: Councilmernber Hartley moved to approve the ordinance
amending lots 2 & 3 of the Sunrise Subdivision final plat located at 920 South 170 West;
second by Councilmernber Isom; roll call vote as follows:
Terri Hartley Craig Isom

Tyler Melling Scott Phillips Ronald Riddle -

AYE
AYE
AYE
AYE
AYE

CONSIDER AN ORD INANCE AMENDIN G FOR A SECOND TIME LOT 7A OF
THE ASHDOWN FOREST PUD P HAS E 6 LOCATED AT 1970 NORTH
MAHOGANY CIRCLE PLATT & PLATT/TYLER ROMERIL: Councilmember
Melling moved to approve the ordinance amending for a second time Lot 7A of the A shdown
Forest PUD Phase 6 located at 1970 N. Mahogany Circle; second by Councilmember
Hartley; roll call vote as follows:
Terri Hartley
Craig Isom
Tyler Melling
Scott Phillips
Ronald Riddle

-

-

AYE
AYE
AYE
AYE
AYE

CONSIDER AN AGREEMENT B ETWEEN CEDARCITY.IRON COUNTY . AND
CASCADE DEVELOPMENT HOLDING LC . FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF LAND
ON. CHARLES HAMMON/TYLER RO MERIL: Tyler - we
PRIORTO
made sure the legal entity is the same as the signature for Cedar Cascade Development
Holdings LC.
Councilmember Melling moved to approve the agreement between Cedar City, Iron County
& Cascade Development holdings LC for development of land prior to annexation for phase
2; second by Councilmember Hartley; vote unanimous.
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CONSIDER AMENDING CHAPTER 26-V-2 REGARI) ING PARKING
REOUIREMENTS IN RESIDENTIAL AREAS. HORROCKS ENG./DON
BOUDREAU: Don - we had proposed changes for 26-V based on the study from Horrocks.
I appreciate the hard work, and I listened to the discussions. These are major
changes and I know for some time the study was in draft. The concem I have it comes to us
last week and are supposed to act now and it is in depth, and I am not comfortable making
the recommendation now. I wish we got more lead time and discussion time with staff; this
has enormous ramifications. I feel it is rushed, but I know it doesn't for staff.
Phillips

-

we put the study in 8 months ago. I think there is a lot more work to be done, but
the changes requested are very small, the only changes we are looking at, if it has more than
4 units or more, not individual bedrooms, there is incentive to have more bedrooms in a unit.
The minimum of4 studio bedrooms, but it is generally in student housing applications where
more than one student is sharing a room, a lot are 12 units or more. Four or more units now
is 1.3 per bedroom, we will still do that for 2- and 3-unit dwellings, but with 4 units or more
we are telling people if you have 2 bedrooms or more it is I per bedroom. We still require
1.3 for studios, then you go to two bedrooms, and it is 2 and three bedrooms is 3 instead of
3.9 or 2.6. We have a liule bit with rental dwellings in R-2 and R-3-M rented to more than
four unrelated persons, it is the weird occupancy rule we have where you have a 5- or 6bedroom home and can only rent to four, it is still 1 .3 spaces per bedroom. Don - you are
talking R-2-2 and R-3-M it is changed to go down to I from the 1.3 per bedroom. Ifyou have
a single-family home in the R-3M zone and 5 or 6 bedrooms, it will change from 1.3 to 1 per
bedroom. Melling- rurder (h) is not changing the SHD stays at .75 per occupant the
subsection (D). Don - that first line for the R-2-2 and R-3-M should be 1 to make it
consistent. Melling - the last is in the license application to move it away from business
licensing. Pre COVID it was the same, I went out and looked at the ones changing, open
shared parking in R-3-M were very sad at 40o/o filled. I think this is a baby step, narrowly
tailored. We can better fine tune uses over time, but we have more than necessary to reduce
in open and shared parking. It doesn't change SHD. This is a srnall step very warranted.

Melling

-

Isom - I share a lot ofthose views, we have seas ofasphalt, and it would be nice to reduce
thern, and the study has pointed that out clearly. I tend to want to separate larger
developments and smaller and student housing versus family housing, we can get into that
later. I would take this step and reduce the amount of parking required. Melling - this will
reduce the number of smaller projects fiom R-3-M to R-3. Phillips - we do have seas of
asphalt, but I want to understand the nusances and it is complicated and I don't want
unintended consequences.

Hartley - how much did you look at a tiered approach on larger complexes? Don - original
was to leave it at 1.3 and then go to I ifover 100 units. The reduction didn't kick in until
100 units. We think there is more wiggle room than that. There are multiple suggestions in
the findings. This is more conservative, and the data supports it.
Councilmernber Isom moved to approve the ordinance amending Chapter 26-Y-2 regarding
parking requirements in residential areas in accordance with staffwork and the study and
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make a point to continue to follow up on more specifics; second by Councilmember Melling;

roll call vote

as

follows:

Terri Hartley Craig Isom
Tyler Melling Scott Phillips Ronald Riddle -

AYE
AYE
AYE
ABSTAINED
AYE

CONSIDER A RESOLUTION AMENDING TO THE AIRPORT RULES &
REGULATIONS. NICK HOLT: Nick Hol t, Airport Manager - seeking approval to the
changes presarted last week. Phillips - they make perfect sense.
Councilmember Phillips moved to approve the resolution amending the Airport Rules
Regulations; second by Councilmember Hartley; vote as follows:

&

AYE:
5
NAY:
0
ABSTAINED:O
CON IDER
DIN
R TIIE o THVIEW TRAIL
OJECT AND
CONSIDER ADDING PHASE 2 AS PART OF THE PROJECT. JONATHAN
STATHIS/KEN NIELSON: Jonathan - we had discussion on adding phase 2 to the project,
previously council approved phases I and 3 based on the funding. Phillips - I appreciated
Councilman Mellings concerns. I think we should move ahead and approve the funding.
When the project is developed, we might have to tear out 50 feet ofasphalt, that is the worst
case scenario, I think we should do it while we have the contractor there. Mayor - will this
complete it? Jonathan - it will still have that gap. Hartley - would they consider giving us a
temporary easernent until they decide what they are going to do with the property. Riddle would you? Phillips - I would. Jonathan - we have not had that discussion. Melling - I
would love to have something worked out with the property owner to have the accesses
defined.
Councilmember Melling moved to approve the funding for the Southview Trail Project and
adding phase 2 as part of the project; second by Councilmernber Phillips; vote unanimous.

CONSIDERA RESOLUTION AMENDING THE CITY'S FEE SCHEDULE
CONCERIUNG WATER ACQUISITION FEES. TYLER ROMERIL:
Councilmernber Isom moved to approve the resolution amending the consolidated fee
schedule concerning water acquisition fees; the motion died for lack ofsecond.
Councilmernber Melling moved that we do not adopt the new appraisal with the note that it
can change at a moment's notice. If some options become available to the city we are out of
the ag market and their prices will fall and for the developers the options will be offthe table
and we won't use a fee structure, but move away from that as an emergency measure; second
by Councilmember Hartley; vote as follows:
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4
AYE:
I - Isom
NAY:
ABSTAINED:O

I would like some direction ifyou want to keep having appraisals done every 6
months or dial it back to every year. I am not asking for a decision tonight but let me know.
Paul

-

Tim Watson - clarity on the motion on the parking, we understand I parking stall for 4 units
or more, Don said 1.3 for a single studio apartment versus a two-bedroom apartment.
Don - as passed is L3 spaces for studios and l-bedroom apartments, then I space for two,
three bedrooms, the idea is that a one-bedroom apartment may be couples. The clarifring
point in letter H, the rental dwelling is R-2-2 and R-3-M was proposed to be 1'3, the
clarifiing point is that is the single-family home or two units. Once it hits 4 units or more it
goes back to the new proposal. Melling - that is what I understood. I think we need to
reevaluate the studio apartment policy; I think 1.3 is likely a little high. The way I
understand is studio because it is only I bedroom is 1.3. Don-H was changed from 1.3 to l,
in actuality would apply across the board. Melling - rental dwellings was single family
homes. Don - as passed it would be all units. The last sentence more than 4 units kicks in
the 1.3. Melling - if you have more than 4 unrelated persons in any kind of rental dwelling
in R-3-M, if you have 3 units, 4 or more unrelated students, 6 students it would require 3
parking spaces, that is what we are worried about, but I am not.

HR Brown - we are looking at a 265-unit complex in Old Sorrel on Cross Hollow, there
won't be 4 unrelated occupants so are we I per bedroom and would you look at economy of
scale, that would be a 42o/o increase of the 1.7 in the study. Wecan'tdo a site plan until we
know the parking. Melling - that is going to be more heary lifting, but if you approach the
city with a development agreement on parking requiranents using the city study findings on
a larger scale, I think it is doable. Tyler - a development agreement can amend city
standards. Melling - it will take a lot of work to go through all the study findings, 6 to 12
months, if the city study findings say what you do I think a development agreement is doable.
If more than 4 units go to subsection D and it is I per bedroom. We have a lot of work to do
on the ordinance. We have a study we paid a lot for, and I think the findings are persuasive
in a contract.
as separate units, I need how many? Melling
goes
more
to I per bedroom.
exception
is
2
bedrooms
or
1.3, the

Tim Watson - if I have 4 studio apartrnents

ADJOURN: Councilmember Isom moved to adjoum at 7:45 p.m.; second by
Councilmernber Hartley; vote unanimous

on Savage, MMC
City Recorder

-

